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owntown celebrates Mardi Gras

the

By Rima Shah
DAILY STAFF WRITER
Colors flashed, music flowed and shouts flooded
the evening as revelers filtered into the first part of
Mardi Gras on Post
Street in downtown San
Jose Tuesday.
The earlier part of
Mardi Gras, which lasted until 9 p.m. and
catered to families and
business people, was
filled with people standing around wearing red,
green, purple and gold
beads, listening to music
and wandering under
the historical buildings
lining Post Street.
The street, however,
was sparsely filled and
more
people
were
expected to arrive as the
evening
climaxed ,
according
to
the
evening’s musketeerdressed master of ceremonies Reggie White.
Santa Clara University’s Pep Band, dressed in
red shirts with white flowers, played music on a
makeshift stage.
Under them, the South Bay Elite, a co-ed partner
stunt cheerleading group, which had also cheered
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Left, A Mardi Gras attendee flashes her
breasts for beads. The celebration was held Tuesday on Post Street in downtown. Above, A skull
mask, peering out from the back of a reveler’s
head, was one of many sights at San Jose’s Mardi
Gras.

for San Jose State University, flung group member
Marzie Ventura up in the air.
Crowds cheered as members went airborne and
swooped back to the ground.
One of the people watching them was Stephanie
Delosreyas, an advertising major at SJSU.
"There’s
nothing
like this," said Delosreyas, who said she
was enjoying the
evening. "People here
are cool, colorful, cute
and interesting."
People dressed in
colorful costumes and
masks walked by
laughing.
Peacock
feathers and Venetian
masks
surrounded
brightly painted faces.
Dancers from the
Samboan Dance troop
waited in colorful costumes to dance their
Bateria and Samba,
dances from Brazil.
Meanwhile Marti
Hunt, a chef at Cisco Systems, dressed as a peacock
and walked around eating popcorn.
"We’re here because it is free," Hunt said. "It is
like a street party and we’re waiting for the energy,
the crowds and the beats."
Some people, like Hillary Keller, a program manager at International Business Incubators, said they
felt Mardi Gras lacked something.
"There should be more stuff," Keller said. "More
booths outside instead of all the restaurants there."
Keller said she felt, however, that there was a
"ton of energy in the place."
"I have no idea (what to expect)," Keller said. "But
I am looking forward to the music, the boys and the
fun."
_
see
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Revelers add red, white and blue to color
scheme at annual Fat Tuesday celebration
NEW ORLEANS (AP) - Mardi Gras revelers
who filled the streets of New Orleans’ French
Quarter added a patriotic twist to the debauchery
Tuesday, mixing red, white and blue with the traditional purple, green and gold of Carnival.
On Bourbon Street, strings of beads - including
new red, white and blue necklaces - rained down
on young women who bared their breasts.
"I got the really good beads," bragged Joe Chin,
23, of Miami. "I know it’s cold, but girls are still
happy to show them for these babies."
National Guardsmen patrolled Mardi Gras for

the first time, but police said the only direct
response to the terrorism alert issued by the FBI
on Monday was the posting of the suspected terrorists’ photos at police stations.
"Why would terrorists want to break up such a
good party?" said Tommy Mitchell, 31, of San
Francisco, who wore only a grass skirt and American flag pasties despite the chill. "This is a
friendly group. Very friendly."
Temperatures in the 30s thinned the crowds
See
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Moral reasoning lecture slated for today
Services offered
for Ash Wednesday

7
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By Paul Mercado
DAILY STAFF WRITFR
In celebration of Lent, Christian services are scheduled to be
held throughout today on and
around campus.
Accord i ng to Episcopal ian
Chaplain Roger Wharton, "Lent,
or Ash Wednesday, a Christian
period of the year, precedes the
Easter holiday."
The word Lent comes from an
old English word, which means to
lengthen, Wharton said.
It occurs during the spring in
the Northern Hemisphere, when
the days are getting longer, hence
the name "Lent," Wharton said.
"Ash Wednesday is the day
that we are reminded of our mortality, one of the ways this is done
is by placing ashes on our forehead or on our wrist or our
hands," he said. "Lent is a
reminder of the fact that we will
die one day and that we need to
live our lives to the fullest, to be
88 compassionate and loving
beings as we can be."
For those wanting to receive
palm ashes, Wharton said he
plans to hold services throughout
the day, starting at noon in the
Spartan Memorial, which is next
to Washington Square Hall.
Mass is also slated to be held
at 4 p.m.
Associated Students President
Maribel Martinez said she would
be attending the Catholic services.
Father Charlie Dougherty, of

the Catholic Campus Ministry,
also said he plans to hold services
and a noon mass at it’s facility on
10th Street.
Wharton, Chaplain of SJSpirit, a campus organization also
known on campus as the Episcopalian Canterbury, said he has
been a priest for 25 years and
was hired by a separate organization to serve San Jose State University’s community.
"The Episcopalian church has
had a ministry at SJSU for many
decades," VVharton said.
Lent lasts for 40 days, not
including Sundays, and ends on
Easter, Wharton said. "It’s a time
set a side for self-examination,
prayer, study and for taking on
new habits and new deeds as one
prepares for the celebration of
Easter."
Wharton said for himself, the
ashes also take on significance.
"They are reminders that we
are creatures of the earth, that
we are of the earth, we will
return to the earth and that we
have a responsibility as stewards
and as Christians to take care of
the earth and be good," Wharton
said.
Other things that Wharton
said he has available during Lent
is the opportunity for people to
come to meditate and pray at the
Catholic Campus Ministry from 4
p.m. to 5:30 p.m., on Mondays,
Tuesdays and Wednesdays.
Dougherty said Lent repreSee
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By Dray Miller
DAILY STAFF EDITOR
A leading instructor in Jewish
education is scheduled to give a
lecture today at 9 a.m. in the
Spartan Memorial.
Hanan Alexander, a professor
in the faculty of education at the

University of Haifa, Israel, and
former vice-president of the University of Judaism in Los Angeles, will be giving a lecture titled
"Religion and Moral Reasoning
After Sept. 11."
All students are welcome to
attend, said Michael Katz, professor of secondary education at San

Jose State University
Aaron Baskin, president of the
Jewish Student Union, said there
is a lot people can learn from
religion.
"There are good lessons in religion," Baskin said. "Religion is
even in our laws today, because
they have a religious bark -

ground."
Born in Berkeley and a graduate of Stanford University,
Alexander moved to Israel in
1998 to teach at the University of
Haifa.

see
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Views of land and civil rights told
By Jason Crowe
DAILY STAFF WRITER
Socorro Pelayo, a graduate student in
library science and information studies,
spoke Tuesday about the after effects of
the treaty of Guadalupe Hidalgo, which
was enacted in February 1848, ending
the Mexican-American War and adding
California and much of the land of the
Southwest into the United States.
Pelayo offered a Chicana perspective
on Mexican-American land rights and
civil rights in the wake of the treaty.
"My point in talking about this is to
get you to look at this event through different eyes," Pelayo said. "Through the
perspective of people who suffered
through this."
According to Pelayo, under the treaty’s
conditions, Mexico ceded an area of land
equal to two-thirds the size of the current
United States.
Mexican citizens in the area were
promised the opportunity to become U.S.
citizens while retaining ownership of
their property.
The reality of the treaty offered much
less opportunity to Mexicans, Pelayo
Andrea Scott / Daily
said.
"Mexicans became foreigners in their As Socorro Pelayo, left, answers questions following her lecture on the history of land grants
and civil rights between Mexico and the United States Consuelo Rodriguez, center, and Elma
Page 4 Arredondo, right, raise their hands to pose questions to Pelayo.
See
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SAN JOSE STATE UNIVERSITY

Should students be allowed to ride bikes and skateboards on campus?

Bicycles, skateboards would help
students get around campus,
SJSU needs to amend policy

,7"’"\\
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is an observation drill. You have been warned ahead of time. Take an average day
This
on this cainpus when the number of students is at its peak. Find a spot where there are
large amounts of people going to and from
wherever they are headed.
What do you see?
There are your groups of people forining a
circle talking to each other about whatever it is these groups of people tallc about.
A perfectly acceptable activity, but is
it possible to not block everybody else’s
pathway so they can get where they
needto be?
Keep looking.
There are people on cell phones,
people with headphones on, people
who walk with their heads down.
You’ll fmd them all.
Just like the circle-group people, these are all fine activities that I have
no problem with.
What is the link with all of these people though?
Ah yes, they aren’t fully aware of what’s going on around them, and
occasionally they bump into each other
What happens then?
Books fall on the ground, food gets ’dropped and people get upset.
This is where not having bicycles, skateboards, roller skates and anything else on wheels is a good thing.
It’s dangerous enough out there without people on wheels motoring
around certain campus areas.
In 1990, California state law
required the presidents of each California State University campus to
"establish policies with the effect of
law to ensure the safety of those persons on the campus."
San Jose State University then
came up with its own laws regarding
objects on wheels.
A presidential directive in 1990
stat,es, "Skateboards, roller-skates
and similar devices shall not be ridden on the San Jose State University
campus. This section is effective 24
hours per day, seven days per week."
Now, this law isn’t nearly as rigid as it
sounds.
There are exceptions to the rule. Bicycles and unicycles may be ridden on Fourth, Seventh (except
between Clark Library and the Engineering Building),
Ninth, Tenth, San Carlos, San Salvador and San Fernando streets.
Wait, there’s more. You can also ride bicycles or unicycles on Fifth Street south of San Carlos and Eighth
Street between San Carlos and San Salvador streets.
It seems that the SJSU’s restrictions on bicycles and unicycles are more than fair.
Although I’m not sure I’ve ever seen a unicycle on campus, the rules for bicycles seem to
allow plenty of spots to be available for someone to get around on their hike.
In fact, there are many schools with the same sorts of restrictions placed on bicycic
riders around the United States.
The University of Iowa even goes so far as to give some friendly reminders.
The school says, "Slow down when riding near pedestrians, ride predictably, follow
traffic laws and share the roadway and walkways."
Now, there are no exceptions for skateboards or in-line skates in the SJSU laws I
would be willing to allow the same bicycle provisions for those devices as well.
I see no reason to differentiate between bikes and skateboards.
To be clear, the main concern of these laws is to make the campus safer for all of the
persons who use it.
By not having people on bicycles or skateboards, there is no chance of anybody malting an unexpected turn to the right and getting side-swiped by somebody on a bicycle
or a skateboard.
This is not a law designed to make bicycle riders, skateboarders and in-line
skaters upset.
We need more people to come to school on all of these devices. The fewer
people that arrive to campus in cars, the better it is for everybody.
After all, we all know how bad the parking problem is at SJSU.
Everybody ride your bicycle or skateboard to school if you can.
Just don’t ride them around on campus and endanger those of us
around you.
Joseph Wearer is a Spartan Dailv Staff Writer

tudents need to be able to use their personal transportation methods on
campus. Chief among these modes of transportation are bicycles and
skateboards. The most common modes of personal transit seen on campus on any given day
are bikes and skateboards and are not nearly as
dangerous and unstable as a unicycle, or an
inexperienced in-line skater.
It just makes sense that two wheels or
even four wheels closer to the ground
and all going the same direction allow
more control than a single wheel
(with no brakes) or two sets of
wheels very possibly going in different directions.
DAILY STAFF WRITER
I have spent the vast majority of
the past 17 months on campus and
I have seen very few people riding skateboards on campus, and they
are mostly experienced enough to be able to stop or to maneuver
around people rather than plowing into them.
Their experience is gauged by the fact that I see the same people jumping over trashcans and sometimes each other with relative ease.
I live on campus and like many others who do, I would like to have some
way of getting across campus to my classes other than walking.
I spend most of my day on my feet and walking all over campus takes its
toll on my feet and thus my mood.
One solution I propose to the ongoing debate is to borrow from the policies of the University of Southern California, where I spent the first year
of my illustrious (read: 7-year) college career.
USC’s downtown Los Angeles campus is roughly comparable in size to
ours, perhaps slightly bigger.
Every day from 11 a.m. until 2 p.m.
the Department of Public Safety closed
off the busiest areas of campus to
wheeled traffic and they posted student
assistants (like the folks in the blue
wind breakers you see giving parking
tickets occasionally) at the entrances
to these areas.
These student assistants would stop
and cite people for riding through, or simply remind the riders before they entered
to dismount.
I suggest doing this with the area in
front of the Student Union between Seventh and Ninth streets.
I also suggest closing off Seventh and
Ninth streets between San Carlos Street
and the Student Union, and leaving the
rest of campus open to riders.
Outside of the designated hours, riders
would be allowed to pass through the
closed areas, with the exception of the
walkway between Seventh and Ninth in
front of the Student Union, that area is too
high-traffic.
The student patrols would also be able to
enforce common-sense rules for biking and
skateboarding, such as weaving between people and excessive speed.
This would enable people to reach their destinations with relative speed,
without having to resort to riding the outskirts of campus.
As a freshman at USC, this plan worked out very well for me, and it seemed
to work for everybody there.
It reduced the number of collisions in crowded areas without instituting
Gestapo (zero-tolerance) policies on bikes and skateboards.
I lived about three blocks from campus and my bike was my only means of
transportation.
Even with the "no-ride zones" enforced, I was able to find the shortest
way around to my classes and didn’t threaten the safety of my fellow students.
As an urban campus, San Jose State University needs to adopt more
friendly rules towards personal transit.
With gasoline prices unstable at best and more people resorting to
self-propelled means of transportation, this needs to happen sooner
than later.
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IT’S DANGEROUS

LIVE ON CAMPUS AND LIKE
MANY OTHERS
WHO DO, I WOULD
LIICE TO HAVE
SOME WAY TO
GET ACROSS CAMPUS TO MY CLASSES OTHER THAN
WALKING.

Illustration by Dawn !knack

ENOUGH OUT
THERE WITHOUT
PEOPLE ON
WHEELS
MOTORING
AROUND
CERTAIN CAMPUS
AREAS.
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Mike Corpos is a Spartan Daily Staff Writer

TALKING HEADS

Riding Bicycles, skateboards
add more clutter to an already
busy, crowded campus

Should riding bikes and skateboards be allowed on campus?

/iv
es, (people)should be
allowed to ride a bike. The guys
in the vehicles (orange carts)
are more dangerous than
skateboarders and bikes."

It depends. If they are causing destruction to surfaces or
property then they shouldn’t,
(but not) if they’re getting from
one place to another.

I have seen people getting
ticketed. Maybe in some parts of
campus it should be allowed. If it
doesn’t harm anyone. It is just
another form of transportation."

I think they should have a
special lane, marked in yellow.
It isn’t fair to just eighty-six
them. They need a coummuter
lane, like a diamond lane.

"Campus isn’t big enough.
There is no need to ride a bike.
If you come here on a bike, you
should lock it up. And skateboards? I hate skateboards.

In the early moming there
area lot of people, I don’t know
how they can ride at alt I’m all for
using bikes, I’m a cyclist. Shouldn’t
be cited,just told not to cycle."

William Mok
sophomore
MIS

-- Walker Kellogg
junior
mechanical engineering

Cynthia Wong
sophomore
international business

-- Joe Shryock
campus construction worker

Natasha Stogner
senior
environmental studies

Philip Higgins
junior
environmental studies

Compiled by Rkhee

/ photos by David Royal
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D,,ar President Bush (aka "Dubya"),I
don’t know how you do it. I don’t know
how you let your mother-in-law invest
$8,000 into a company you knew was going to
tank. And don’t deny that you didn’t know,
you said you were "outraged" by what happened to ole Enron, but according to the Feb.
4 issue of Time Magazine, Enron executives
were calling for help last fall.
And you did nothing.
But let’s forget your poor mother-in-law
for a minute.
What about the thousands of Enron
employees who are suddenly left without
their retirement funds?
More importantly, what about those same
employees now?
Enron declared bankruptcy, Georgey-boy.
Didn’t Kenny-boy (Kenneth Lay for us
non-Texan presidents) tell you?
Now you’ve got thousands of Americans
out of work in an economy that’s already
caught in the downward spiral.
But the whole Enron mess isn’t strictly a
business scandal.
It’s a political scandal, too.
You’ve just been lucky so far. But luck runs
out.
You’ve been very lucky starting out on
your presidential stint wasn’t the easiest
thing.
After all, your being in office was completely dependent on getting Florida’s votes.
The presidential race came down to Florida, and since the senior center of the nation
couldn’t properly poke a chad out of the ballot, there were recounts.
And recounts.
And recounts.
Wait a second ... your brother Jeb is governor of Florida, isn’t he?
How ironic.
Like I said, you were lucky.
Now you have a war on your hands.
Not that being at war is a good thing
morally.
But politically, well, nothing unites a
nation like a common enemy.
And you’re the head of this rat pack.
You have the go-ahead from the American
people to spend as much as you feel is needed on the "war against terrorism."
You’ve even expanded it outside of
Afghanistan and have gone into places such
as the Philippines, Somalia arid Sudan, Time
Magazine reported.
And then the Enron scandal happened.
But so far, the focus of the whole thing is
the business scandal.
Whv is that?

ycle
How

Associated Students Government:
Spring 2002 elections
Interested in running for student government?
Pick up a candidate application at the A S. house to
find out more information All candidates must
attend one of the three scheduled meetings: Feb. 5
from 5:30 p.m. to 6.30 p.m. in the Pacifica Room
Feb. 6 from 1:30 p m. to 2:30 p m in the Pacifica
Room. Or Feb. 14 from 4 p.m to 5 p m in the Council Chambers. Application deadline is Friday, Feb.
15 by 5 p m Call 924-5950 for more information.

There are so many odd, ironic coincidences
that a political scandal is hard to ignore.
When Monica Lewinsky and the Kenneth
Starr report came out, Ftepublicans couldn’t
stop themselves from bashing, then-president, Bill Clinton any and every way they
could.
Of course the people eventually got tired
of hearing it, and the GOP’s actions hurt
itself more than it did Clinton.
The fact remains that a scandal is a scandal. The circumstances, luckily for you, are
different.
We’re at war. People are more focused on
that than they are on the whole Enron deal.
Still, it’s hard to ignore.
Enron contributed $1.76 million to the
GOP during the 2000 campaign Democrats aren’t safe either, they received $683,000
from the former fat-cat energy company.
The plot still thickens.
Karl Rove, your top political strategist,
recommended that Enron hire a GOP consultant five years ago, during the hatching
stages of your presidential campaign, Time
said.
Dick Cheney drafted his energy policy
after meetings with Enron officials, which
had some wish list items that weren’t there
before the policy went public.
Arid let’s face it: You’ve got former Enron
chiefs, executives, consultants and any other
position imaginable peppered through your
entire administration.
So how close were you and Kenny boy?
Now it seems a little too close for comfort.
You may still get lucky.
The war may occupy the minds of the
American people.
In the meantime, ni wait for the investigative reports.
The political aspect of this mess has to
surface sometime.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass at 12 10 p at 300 S 10th St For
more information, contact Sister Marcia Krause a
938-1610.
School of Art & Design
Student gallery exhibitions from 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. through Friday in the Art and Industrial Studies buildings. For mom information, contact John or
Nicole at 924-4330
Gay, Lesbian, Bi
and
Transgender Alliance
Club meeting from 5 p m. to 6:45 p m. in the
Almaden room of the Student Union. For more
information, e-mail glbtaffemailsjsu.edu.
Department of Nutrition and
Food Science
Body composition testing from 1:30 p.m to 3
p m. in Central Classroom Building, Room 221. Twofor-one Valentine’s special this month For more
information, contact Sherry at 2064599.
Alpha Omicron Pi
"Valentine’s Party" at 7.30 p m. at Alpha Omicron Phi house at 373 E. San Fernando St. For more
information, contact Becky Cox at 292-6599
A.S. Campus Recreation
Big Sur backpacking pretnp meeting at 5 p m
in the Montalvo mom of the Student Union For more
information, contact Matt McNamara at 924-6217

Michelle Jew is a Spartan Daily production editor ’Spoiled" appears Wednesdays.

Asian American Christian Fellowship
Appreciation night. Fellowship and fun for

uide
brothers and sisters at 7:30 p.m. in the Pacifica room
of the Student Union. For more information, contact
Alison at 971-4082 or Anh at 807-8233.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Ash Wednesday services at the chapel at 300 S
10th St Mass at 12.10 p.m., Aah Service at 5 p.m
and Masa at 7 p.m. For more infomiation, contact
Sister Marcia Krause at 938-1610
aispirit.org
Ash Wednesday observation at Spartan Memori.
al Chapel Begin Lent with prayer, meditation and a
personal blessing from 11 a m to 3 p m Worship
service at 4 p m For more information, contact
Roger at 605-1687
Urban Planning Coalition
Board meeting at 5:30 p.m. at Pizza-A-Go-Go’s
board room. All are welcome for discussion of internships, graduation, etc For more information, contact
Irvin at 924-5882

Reach Program
Valentine’s Day Party from noon to 1.30 pin in
the Pacheco room of the Student Union. For more
information, contact Jane Boyd 924-5950.
Health Science Undergraduate
Student Association
Valentine’s Day bake sale from 10 a m. to 3 p m
at the MacQuarne Hall breezeway For more information. contact Lauren at 942-0367
Alpha Omicron Pi
Social with Theta Chi at 7.30 p m. Meet at the
Alpha Omicron Pi house at 373 E San Femando St
For more information, conuict Becky Cox at 292-6599.
Jewish Studies Program and College of
Education
Prof Henan Alexander. -Religion and Moral Reasoning after Sept 11" from 9 a.m. to 10:15 a.m. at
the Spartan Memonal. For more information, contact 924.4440.
Delta Sigma Phi Fraternity
Informational meeting at 6:30 p.m. in the Student Union Costanoan room. For more information,
contact Jim at 406,390-3662

Movimiento Estudiantil Chicano
de Andes
Weekly general meeting to organize to
address Chicano issues at 6 p m. in the Chicano
Library Resource Center, Module A. For more
information, contact Adriana Garcia at 2509245
Anemia Film Club
’That Obscure Object of Desire," France, 1977
by Louis Bunuel at 9 p.m. in Sweeney Hall, Room
100. For more information, contact Elena at 2868699
Linguistics and Language
Development Student Association
First general meeting at 11:30 a.m. in the
Almaden room of the Student Union. For more
information, contact Brandon Smith at raftbrando@aol.com.
Listening Hour Concert Series
SJSU Choraliers: In preparation for their
upcoming Hawaiian tour with Dr Charlene
Archibeque, director Music about birds, bees and
butterflies from 12:30 p.m. to 1:15 p.m. in the
Music building Concert Hall. For more information. contact Joan Stubbe at 924-4631.
sjspirit.org
Valentine’s Day blessing from II a m to 1
p m in the Spartan Memorial Chapel For more
information. contact Roger at 605-1687
Department of Nutrition and
Food Science
Body composition testing from 1:30 p.m. to 3
um in Central Classroom Building, Room 221.
Two-for-one Valentine’s special this month. For
more information, contact Sherry at 206.7599.

Friday
Sigma Alpha Zeta
Second annual Sadie Hawkins: fight against
domestic violence. From 7 p.m. to 12 a.m. in the
Student Union Ballroom. For more information,
contact Ana or Lily at 971-3041.

Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to stw
dents, faculty and staff members The deadline for
entries is noon, three working days before the
desired publication date. Entry forms are availabk
in the Spartan Daily Office. Space restrictions may
require editing of submissions Entries are printed
in the order in which they are received.
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A.S. officer should be active
in opposing permit proposal
Ihave

a

question

alter

James Reilly’s (-Permit Plan
would Hurt SJSU, students
need to speak up," Feb. 11,)
Viewpoint. Do you know who
Melissa Heitz is?
Neither does the San Jose
Department of Transportation,
the South University Neighborhood Association, the West of
Fourth Street Neighborhood
Group or the Downtown Access
Committee.
Melissa collects $300 per
month of student fee money to
"report to the Board of Directors decisions concerning, and
proposed changes in, policies
affecting campus life" (taken
from 2001 Board of Directors
responsibilities).
I have never seen Melissa
at any of these meetings,
which I attend on a regular
basi s .
She has not even signed on to
the neighborhood information email.
Yes, students need to be

involved in the planning process
to protect their interests.
But when Melissa ran for the
position to represent us I didn’t
know her statement "freshness
not experience" (from 2001
voter information guide) meant
that she would stay "fresh" by
not doing her job.
is
parking
permit
If
approved, there will be a survey
after six months to evaluate the
program.
I requested, and everyone
agreed, to change it to a live
meeting so students, residents
and business owners can meet
and modify the program to try
to accommodate everyone.
I don’t expect to see Melissa
there, because it will be after
the A.S. elections in March.
Steve Cohen
senior
business
hospitality management
Students4students member

Missed a column? Letter?

Editorial?
iNic) PRC)13.1-1P,./v1
www.thespartandaily.com

GOT
SOMETHING
TO SAY?

6 N. Saratoga

READ STORIES AND
POST YOUR FEEDBACK AT
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-.but Bloom & Company
Hair Salon is having a
special for all SJSV
vtudents. Receive 20% oft
any service through the
month of February with a
vafid student ID
Cut, color, waxing & facial
services. We have what on
need!
Call Now to Make an
Appointment
408-998-0433
*Ask abolo our pft
tillenone!t

408.241 4i
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SPEAKER: Event showcased a Mexican-American view Clear waters . . .
continued from Page I

own land," she said. "Ftather than
becoming second-class citizens,
they became ’no-class’ citizens
not prot,ected under U.S. or Mexican law."
Pelayo cites the treaty as an
early example of institutionalized
racism, with the after effects
severely limiting the ability of
Mexican-Americans and American Indians to officially own their
land in the U.S.
People living in the annexed
area were denied the rights of
other U.S. citizens when their
areas were not officially admitted
as states for many years, according to Pelayo. The treaty was
signed into law in 1848, but California didn’t become a state until
1851, Pelayo said.
"It was intentional that California became a state later, to
allow more Anglo-American settlers to populate it," Pelayo said.

Pelayo said that the primary
protection in the treaty for Mexican landowners was described in
Article 10, which would have recognized the Mexican land grants
as binding under U.S. law.
Pelayo described Article 10 as
the glue that held the treaty
together.
When Congress refused to ratify the treaty with Article 10, it
was replaced by a weaker amendment that promised to not annul
any land grants and required
Mexicans to prove the validity of
their land ownership in U.S.
court, Pelayo said.
"’The cards are pretty wellstacked against anyone who had
land in this area," she said.
Pelayo spent a year studying
the treaty and its consequences
under a special studies class and
amassing boxes of reference
material in preparation for her
thesis.
Pelayo’s presentation on the

treaty was conducted in coordination with the Africana Center, the
Chicano Library Resource Center
and the Mosaic Multicultural
Center.
"I like programs like this," said
Jeff Paul, a Multicultural Center
librarian. "We’re trying to share
what we know."
Pelayo shared her knowledge
with about a dozen students,
including Abel Macias, a secondyear Mexican-American Studies
graduate student.
"It was interesting to see a fellow grad student’s perspective,"
Macias said. "There aren’t many
Chicana scholars."
Junior anthropology major
James Battle agreed with Macias.
"(The treaty) was a topic I only
knew generally," Battle said. "I
wanted to learn more specific
information."
"I would love to do more reading on my own about it," Battle
said.

LEM: Religious observance lasts 40 days, until Easter
continued from Page 1
sents more then just giving up
candy.
"You can tell how old a
Catholic is by the way he practices Lent," Dougherty said.
"What we call Lent was the
40-day preparation that adults
went through to prepare t,o be
baptized into the Catholic
Church." Dougherty said. "We
lost touch with it as the centuries
went by. Maybe 25 or 30 years
ago, the church started to reinstitute this right of Christian

initiation of adults.
"What Catholics need to do for
Lent is to help these candidates
prepare for the sacraments, by
their prayers, their fasting and
by being present for them,"
Dougherty said. ’We are taking
Lent away from the individual
and putting it back into the community."
Three
opportunities
for
Catholics to receive the ashes are
slated for today, a 12:10 p.m.
mass, 5 p.m. bible service and a
second mass at 7 p.m., Dougherty
said.

1

The Asian American Christian
Fellowship at San Jose State
University holds services every
Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in the
Pacifica room of the Student
Union.
However,
according
to
Matthew Lee, the fellowship does
not celebrate Lent.
For more information contact
the Catholic Campus Ministry at
(408) 938-1610 or SJSpirit.org at
408 275-1346.
Both of these organizations
are located at 300 S. 10th Street,
next to Robert’s Bookstore.

LECTURE: Event scheduled for 9 a.m. on SJSU campus
continued from Page I
He is currently on tour promoting his book, "Reclaiming Goodness: Education and the Spiritual
Quest," and currently developing
an ethics center, according to Katz.

"His (Alexander’s) writings
have to do with bringing ethics
and religion together," Katz said.
"He wants to claim that ethics,
religion and spirituality can be
pulled together."
The lecture, which is slated to

run for about an hour and 15
minutes, is co-sponsored by the
College of Education’s Francis T
Villemain Fund and the Jewish
Studies Program’s Robert Levinson Memorial Lecture.

Ex-student releases students, professor
hostage inside university classroom
FAIRFIELD, Conn. (AP) - A
former student claiming to have
a bomb held nearly two dozen
students and an associate professor hostage Tuesday before
releasing
them
unharmed,
authorities said.
At one point, there were 23
people inside the Fairfield University classroom. The suspect,
identified only as a recent graduate, freed the hostages a few at a
time throughout the evening. He
was taken into custody about an
hour after the last student was
released.
Nancy Habetz, a spokeswoman for the Roman Catholic
school in southwestern Connecticut, said the suspect "came out
and gave himself up peacefully."
Fairfield First Selectman Ken-

neth Flatto said the package the
student claimed was an explosive
device was left in the classroom
and was being examined by a
bomb squad.
The suspect took over a religious studies class in Canisius
Hall late Tuesday afternoon,
Habetz said. Some 300 students
were evacuated from the building.
WCBS-TV in New York said
the suspect ordered one of the
hostages to call the station,
demanding that a statement be
read over the air. The statement,
which sta ti on spokeswoman
Karen Mateo described as "rambling and anti-Semitic," was not
broadcast.
The class, "Voices of Medieval
Women," is taught by Elizabeth

A. Dreyer, an associate professor.
Her husband, John Bennett,
spoke to his wife after her
release.
"She’s OK, she says the man is
clearly disturbed, and she said
she wants to see me," he said.
Evening classes were canceled
and students held a prayer service in one of the residence halls,
student Joni Saunders said.
Canisius Hall is home to the
academic vice president, the College of Arts and Sciences, the university registrar and other offices
as well as faculty offices and
classrooms.
The school, founded in 1942,
has about 5,000 undergraduat,e
and graduate students.
Fairfield is about 20 miles
from the New York state line.

DEA busts pot club, four arrested
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - Federal agents raided a medical marijuana club, arrested the director
and three others ’Tuesday amid
an ongoing tug-of-war between
local and federal officials over the
sale of pot for medicinal purposes.
Drug Enforcement Administration agents seized more than
600 pot plants from the Harrn
Reduction Center and arrested
the group’s executive director,
Richard Watts, according to the
U.S. Attorney’s Office.
Kenneth Hayes of Petaluma
was arrested in Canada and
Edward Rosenthal of Oakland
was also arrested. They face

charges of cultivating more than
100 pot plants and maintaining a
place to grow them, according to
federal document,s. Each faces up
to 40 years in prison if convicted.
Hayes also operates the club, and
Rosenthal supplies him with
marijuana, the documents said.
A fourth man, James Halloran, of Oakland, was arrested in
a separate case, and charged with
growing more than 1,000 marijuana plants and keeping a place
to grow them. He faces life in
prison if convicted.
Later Tuesday, DEA Administrator Asa Hutchinson spoke to
the Commonwealth Club of Cali-

News junkie?
Get your fix at
www.thespartandaily.com
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fornia about the DEA’s role in
dealing with drugs in America
and specifically the legalization
of marijuana for medicinal uses.
"We have to enforce the law,"
he said. "Science has told us so
far there’s no medical benefit for
smoking marijuana."
Hutchinson’s audience was peppered with marijuana legalization
advocates, some of whom shouted
"Liar!" at times during his speech.
Some also asked why Hutchinson
even came to San Francisco, and if
he was singling out the city.

kihiro Futatsuya / Daily Stalt
San Jose State University groundkeeping staff Gary Tarnowski cleans up the campus
fountains every morning.

SFO’s sewage system in need of repairs
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) - The
San Francisco International Airport could face fines and stricter
oversight after suspicious runoff
spilled into the San Francisco Bay
in December.
The spill showed traces of
cyanide and may have violated a
pollution cease-and-desist order
by the San Francisco Bay Regional Water Quality Control Board.
Airport spokesman Ron Wilson
said no cyanide is kept at the airport and the reading is likely a
false positive.
"It was properly treated material that entered the Bay," Wilson
told the Associated Press Tuesday.
He said 20 stickleback fish were
placed in the treated water entering the Bay that day and all lived.
Wilson attributed the incident
to heavy rainfall that overwhelmed the system. He said a
chemical reaction to chlorine
added during the purification
process may have triggered the
cyanide reading.
It was the first incident since
last July, Wilson said. It is the airport’s 82nd violation of federal
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of Save the Bay, the Oakland
group that blew the whistle on the
airport’s December violation, said
he would be satisfied if the $5 million clarifier solved the system’s
problems.
But Lewis would also like to see
the airport fined.
"When one of the largest agencies
in the Bay Area is out of compliance
for six years, the water board needs
to enforce its authority with puni
tive fines: he told the Chronicle.
The 1995 permit called for the
airport to upgrade its 19708 treatment system by 1998, but it failed
to do so, said Will Bruhns, a
spokesman for the regional board.
Last August, the airport presented a $40 million plan to build
a whole new system. The airport
abandoned that plan after Sept.
11, leading to the board’s ceaseand-desist order in November.
The airport adds 1 million gallons of treated effluent into the
bay every day, compared with 600
million gallons from all treated
sewage sources.

r

mmm,
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clean water regulations since
1995, when it received a sewage
disposal permit from the Board.
The board’s pollution-control officials say the Dec. 3 violation didn’t
pose a major environmental problem. The board intends to fine the
airport for years of past violations.
It also will scrutinize the airport’s proposed sewage control
plan.
By March 1, airport officials
have to present the board with a
plan on how it intends to curb
future violations. The presentation
is part of its response to the ceaseand-desist order the board issued
last November.
The airport’s plan will include
adding a $5 million water and
sewage purifier to the system, Wilson said. The new plan must be in
effect by 2005.
"The airport can ill -afford the $5
million expenditure," Wilson told
the San Francisco Chronicle.
"We’re facing a $100 million shortfall in our budget this fiscal year.
We’re keeping our fingers crossed
that revenues will improve."
David Lewis, executive director
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LIVE AND LEARN

JAPANESE!
The WSW& Oregon Programs take North Ameman ato; 1111C1111 tttttt .111111111,111,
10 the prestigious Waseda University, Tokyo. lapan for academia programs of
Japanese language and somparanve US laps’ SOCICIICi study
Waseda Oregon S1111111111 Japanese Prograin
July 10 August 20. 2002
Waseda Oregon fransnational %rain
January IS lune 27. 200 I
Scholarships of up to $1000 Mt available fin the liansnational PrOgf.1111
For mote information. crustal

Run for
Associated Students Government!
How ?
Step t:
Pick up a candidate application packet currently available in the Associated
Students Government Office
(A.S. House located in front of Duncan Hall, 2nd floor.)
Step 2:
Attend one MANDATORY Candidate Orientation session: Tuesday, 2/5 (0_,.
5:3o -6:3o pm in Pacifica Room OR Wednesday, 2/6 @t:3o - 2:3o pm in
Pacifica Room OR Thursday, 2/14 @ 4:oo-5:00 pm in Council Chambers.
Step 3:
Turn in a Candidate Application to the Student Life Center, Old Cafeteria
Building, no later than 5:oo pm on Friday, February 15, 20112.

Weseide Oregon Office
Portland State Univvrsity
(800) 823,79in
wwwwaredaoregon org
email.infnOwasedaoregon nrg

Attending an A.S. Board of Directors Meeting is highly encouraged! For more information,
Please call (408) 9241955.
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IVIARDI GRAS: Some wanted more
continued from Page I

Families with children also
poured into the street. Sue Thielen, a system administrator, came
along with her 7-year old daughter Elona and looked at masks in
a booth on the street.
"We’re just here to have fun
and watch people being silly,"
Thielen said.
The aroma of food also wafted
into the street as people walked
by eating jambalaya and seafood
gumbo.
Dina Crumpton, who works as
an administrative assistant at
DeAnza College, said she thought
the jambalaya was OK.
"It’s not great," Crumpton said.
"It (the Mardi Gras) is small and
there are not enough food stands.
Maybe it will be bigger next year."
Some booth owners also said
they felt that the spending at

Mardi Gras was not big enough.
Annie Hallatt, a mask maker,
said that the people were interested in really cheap things.
"I have a lot of variety
though," Hallatt said. "So, I am
prepared."
Hallatt, who graduated from
SJSU, said Mardi Gras was a
time where you become what
you’re not allowed to be.
Warren Hearl, an information
technology engineer at Hewlett
Packard in Roseville, Calif , took
the time to be a pirate.
"I always wanted to go to
Mardi Gras and this is a warm
up," Hearl said. "It’s interesting. I
like Cajun music and I am
expecting a lot more excitement
when the crowds get animated."
"Laissez- bontemp roulez,"
Hearl said, which is French for
"let the good times roll."

IIINELERS.. New Orleans celebrates
continued from Page

1

that usually line the Fat Tuesday
parade route through the city’s
Garden District. Some who did
bear the cold pulled their costumes on over sweaters. Others
had festive outfits hidden under
winter coats festooned with
beads and boas.
Although tossing beads and
trinkets from the balconies is illegal, police ignore the practice during Carnival. Exposing breasts is
also illegal, but arrests are rare.
hope my mother doesn’t find
out how I got these: said Linda Vaccaro, 24, of New York, who warded

off the chill with a hurricane, an
oversized alcoholic fruit punch.
A Statue of Liberty paraded
down the street past a man in
pink stockings, a skirt and a fake
pregnant belly.
Jazz clarinetist Pete Fountain
dressed as a sheriff and his 150member Half-Fast Walking Club
wore gold cowboy costumes with
American flag patches on the
sleeves.
"It’s the time to be patriotic,"
said Fountain, marching in his
41st Mardi Gras. "If you don’t
love this country now, get the hell
out of it."
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EMPLOYMENT
General

BICYCLE MESSENGERS
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
Looking for your not so traditional
Student Friendly - Will Train
All Shifts Open - Grave Bonus bike messengers. You don’t
need experience we’ll train you.
408-247-4827
You will need a bike, lock,
DELIVERY DRIVERS
helmet & common sense. All
Party rental business.
welcome to appy for this fun,
Perfect for Students!
flexible, outdoors job. Apply in
Earn $250 eve weekend!
person at Inner City Express
Must have reliable truck or van. 22 W. Saint John St. San Jose.
Heavy lifting is required
Cross street is N. First.
408-292-7876
WELCOME BACK SPARTANS!
HOUSE DIRECTOR NEEDED!! Local valet company in search
Free Rent. Fernales Only, please. of enthusiastic and energetic
Call Sara @ 831-634-1341 for individuals to work at nearby
further information.
malls, hotels & private events.
FT/PT available. We will work
$35-685/1-1R! Wear costume fit around your busy school
events 4 kids, S Bay +SF. FUN! Must schedule. Must have clean
have car, be avai wknds. No exp DMV. Lots of fun & earn good
trak). Cal 831-457-8166. money. Call 867-7275.
reqd.

EMPLOYMENT

EMPLOYMENT
Education/Schools

Recreation

SUBSTITUTE
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES
RECREATION LEADERS
Special Ed & Regular Class,
the
SMALL WORLD
Join
610.86-$15.43/hr. Saratoga Sch.
Dist. Call 867-3424 x504 for info SCHOOLS team as a Substitute
& application. Immediate Need. Teacher/ Rec Leader & enjoy the
flexibility you need. Small World
TEACHERS, SUBS
Schools is looking for students
and
wanting to work with children in
RECREATION LEADERS
our before and after school care
Enjoy working with kids? Join programs. As a substitute you
the team at Small World can choose which days you’re
Schools, get great experience available for work. The only
WORKING WITH CHILDREN requirement is your desire
AGES 5-12 years in our before to work with children ages
and atter school rec. programs. 6 through 12 years in a fun
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS recreation type atmosphere.
offers competitve pay, health Call 406-283-9200 today for an
benefits for 30 + hrs, excellent interview,or fax your resume
training, and a fun work environ- to 408-283-9201.
ment. We can often offer flexible
hours around your school
OPPORTUNITIES
schedule. This is a great job
for both men and women.
work!!
Call 408-283-9200, ext. 10 or OWN A PC?? Put It to F/T.
$500.00-$5,000.00 P/T,
fax resume to 408-283-9201.
1-888-244-3035
You will need at least 6 units in Free training.
wwwnine25athome.com
ECE, recreation, music, dance,
art, phys ed. human services.
social weffare, nursing, sociology, SHARED HOUSING
psychology, home economics,
or elementary education
1 RM IN 3 BDRM HOME 6550
Avail 2/1/02 1 1/2 bath, digital
cable, own phoneline. CarrAen/
ANNOUNCEMENTS
Branham area of SJ Near hwys
VTA bus &
FRATERNMES SORORMES 87, 85, 17, 280. Near
like dogs &
CLUBS STUDENT GROUPS It rail stations. Must
Earn $1000 - $2000 with the cats. NS. Call 408-266-1241.
easy Compusfundraiser com
ROOM FOR RENT in charming,
three hour fundraising event. clean, quiet 2 bdrm home close
Does not involve credit card to campus Rent is $550 +
applications. Fundraising dates
deposit & includes full amenities
are filling quickly, so call today! including washer, dryer, large
Contact Campusfundraiser.com kitchen and backyard. Female
at (888) 923-3238, or visit only. No smoking, pets or drugs.
www.campusfundraiser com.
Please call 998-1924.

Certain advertisements in
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
Information
additional
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services
In addition, readers shobld
carefully investigate all firms
offering employment listings
ar coupons for discount
vacations or merchandise.

Ad Rates: 3-1Ine minimum

Name

Five
Two
Three
Four
One
Days Days
Days
Days
Day
$9
$11
$13
$5
$7
3 lines
Rate increases $2 for each additional line per ad.
Rate increases $2 for each additional day.
FREQUENCY DISCOUNTS;
20 + consecutive issues: receive 10% off
40 + consecutive issues receive 20’% off.
50 + consecutive issues’ receive 25% off.
Local rites apply to Santa oars County advertisers
and SJSU students, staff faculty.
First line in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per
ad charge of $3 per word

Address

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 2 5%
* Lost & Found ads are

OFF

Zip cods

Phone
Send check or money order to: (No

Credit Cards Accepted)

Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Joee State University
San Jose, CA 95192-0149

Lost and Found’
_ Announcements
_Campus Clubs
_Greek Messages
_Events
_Volunteers
_For Sale
_Electronics
_Wanted
_Empioyment
_Opportunities

_Rental Housing
_Shared Housing
_Real Estate
_Services
_Health/Beauty
_Sports.Thriiis
_Insurance
_Entertainment
_Travel
_Tutonng
_Word Processing

Classified desk 15 10Cated 111 Dwight Bentel Hall, ROOM 209
III Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication.
III All ads are prepaid II No refunds on canceler) ads
Rates for consecutive publication dates only
? QUESTIONS? CALL (406) 924-3277
- Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount for other persons or businesses
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm STUDENT ID REQUIRED.

offered free as a service to the campus community.

LOST & FOUND

HEALTH/ BEAUTY

SERVICES
New Smile Choice Dental Plan
(includes cosmetic) $69.00 per
year. Save 30% 60%. For info
call 1-800-655-3225 or
www.studentdental.com or
www.goldenwestdental.com.

,/
Please check
one classification:

cry 6 Sesta

classified@jmc.sjsu.edu

RENTAL HOUSING

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

;

Dail) Staff

LOST FOUND ADS are
1 BORM COTTAGE on N. 9th St PREGNANT? NEED HELP?
No smokers or pets. Avail. Mar. Call Birthright. 408-241-8444 or offered FREE as a SERVICE to
the campus community.
st. $850/mo. Call Ed 297-3532. 800-550-4900 Fre,e/Confidential.

STUDENTS Become Teachers
Two students to instruct training
TRAVEL
dasses, no expenence necessary.
Must be bilingual Vietnamese/
#1 SPRING BREAK VACATIONS!
English or Chinese/English
Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas, &
(trilingual a plus), fluency in forFlorida. Best Parties, Best Hotels,
eign language required. Upper
Best Prices! Group Discounts,
classman preferred. Biology
Group organizers travel free!
For Part-Time and
TELEMARKETING /BIZ DEV
majors preferred. Part-time,
Space is limited! Hurry up &
15-20 hours a month. $17-$25 Full -Time Positions, call B2B software dev services,
Book Now! 1-800-234-7007
per hour. If interested, please HALLMARK PERSONNEL PT/FT. Some mktg research.
www.endlesssummertours.com
Staffing Silicon Valley since 1983 Comm & mktg majors invited.
call 866-248-7673 x 5572.
Office jobs in local companies Requires xlnt comm & phone
CANCUN
THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY Students/grads/career change skills; good PC s/w skills.
SPRING BREAK VACATIONS
is now hiring servers & greeters. Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct Hire $10-$13/hr+incentive+comm.
7 Nights / Air / Hotel / Transfers
Sunnyvale to Redwood City
www.softwarequality.com
apply in person between 2-4,
FROM: $670.00 per person!
Phone: (650) 320-9698
408-452-9900
Mon -Fri at 51 N San Pedro St
’based on quad occupancy
Fax: (650) 320-9688
plus $85.00 US & Mexico Tax.
www.hallmarkpersonnel.com
THEATER AND DANCE
Air Fare via Mexicana Air Lines
EMPLOYMENT
Instructors for Children.
Calf 1-800-223-1815
POLL WORKERS -Santa Clara
Theater training provided.
Ca seller of travel a2054582
1-10 hours week. Must have County - Flegistrar of Voters. Childcare/Nannies
IVP Travel Mexico Value Priced
Poll workers needed for the Mar.
car. Good Pay Must have
Vacations.
5th election. Compensation is CHILD CARE/NANNY PT 8, FT
experience working with
$65-$115/day. Contact William Established Los Gatos agency
children. ECE units a plus
Tran 0 406-M-2694 x 2787, mai
seeks warm, caring students
WORDPROCESSING
Call Carol 408/265-5096
William.Tran rov co.scl.ca.us.
for part and full time
PROFESSIONAL
nanny positions.
LICENSED NUTRITIONIST
WORD PROCESSING
We list only the best jobs!
Lead nutrition conditioning class GROOMER’S ASST. / KENNEL
Have your theses, term papers,
in San Jose. Per Diem. 6 hrs help needed for small exclusive Hours flexible around school
group projects, etc. professionfrom 15 hrs/wk to full time.
per week/no benefits. Call Peter shop and kennel. PT, Tues-Sat.
ally typed. APA a specialty
$15-$18/HR
408-295-0228. Resume: 730 Must be reliable, honest, able to
Experienced & dependable.
Empey Way, San Jose 95128 or do physical work. Prefer exp STANFORD PARK NANNIES
train.
but
will
dogs,
w/
working
Almaden/Branham area. Call
408-395-3043
fax 408-295-2957.
Great oppty for dog lover. Can
Linda for an appointment at
www.spnannies.com
COLD STONE CREAMERY, at FAX resume to 408/377-0109 or
(408) 264-4504
the Pruneyard in Campbell, is Call 371-9115.
looking for quality people
Individuals interested in auditioning for a role in our store
must be willing to work in a
team enviornment, which is fun
FOR NATIONAL/ AGENCY RATES CALL 408-924-3277
and very fast paced. Daily tasks
include delivering the Ultimate
Ice Cream Experience, custom
ana6h3.6n6sa scisSjirt 5to Tombansiacib[5twardniti
making the world’s greatest
product for each customer.
make fresh made waffle cones,
brownies and tips! That’s right,
[JUQUILICILLIULIQUQUQULILILIQUILIULIJJLIJUU
TIPS! Our average crew member makes between $2 and $5
dollars extra every hour on top
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of his or her base salary
Interested??? Call Bryce at
JUILIQULICIUULF:ILIULIQL:ICILILIQULILILIDUE:11:11:-.1LI
408-559-1120
COMPUTER, INTERNET People
Wanted. Up to $25-$75/hr .
PT/FT. Free booklet
800-437-9165, 24 hr rec
www.LiveLdeFully.com
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PHN: 408-924-3277
FAX: 408-924-3282
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The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products
or services advertised below
nor is there any guarantee
implied. The classified
columns of the Spartan Daily
consist of paid advertising
and offerings are not
approved or verified by the
newspaper.
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a Venitlen-style mask at the Mardi Gras celebration on Post Street. Hearl said he traveled from El Dorado Hills, Calif.,
to attend the celebration.
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George’s complete game sends Spartans past USF
11 Joseph NNeaver
DAILY STAFF WRITER
SAN FRANCISCO
The
Spartan baseball team used a
complete game from Jahseam
George, three home runs and a
clutch hit by right fielder Travis
Becktel to defeat the University
of San Francisco, 8-4 on Tuesday.
Yesterday’s

Score

Spartans
USF

8
4

Friday- S2SU at UC Santa Barbara

2 p.m.

After a scoreless first inning,
the Spartan offense got going.
Third baseman Hector Zamora
led off the top of the second with a
single and then with one out,
catcher Adam Shorsher hit his
second home run of the season to
give SJSU, 6-2 overall, a 2-0 lead.
The lead was short-lived as the
Dons, 2-6 overall, strung together
a single from first baseman Nick
Cirbo and run-scoring doubles
from catcher Steve Booth and center fielder Jason Howard to make
it 2-2 after two innings.
The Dons continued their offensive surge in the bottom of the
third.
Third
baseman
Royce
Fukuroko singled to lead off the
inning and later stole second base.
Dons left fielder Joe Jacobitz
followed with a bloop-single to
right field, which allowed
Fukuroko to score, giving USF a 32 advantage.
Spartan starting pitcher Jah-

seam George made sure USF didn’t stretch its lead any further.
After Fukuroko scored, no USF
players advanced past first base
until the ninth inning.
"Early on I was a little anxious
and excited to be starting," George
said. "I had everything worlsing
though. My change (change-up),
my fastball and my slider were
there for me most of the game."
George’s dominance against
the Dons batters allowed the
SJSU offense the opportunity to
regain the lead.
A fifth-inning home run by center fielder Dino Quintero off of
Dons reliever Steve Moses tied the
game, 3-3.
The Spartans offense was able
to put SJSU up for good in the top
of the sixth irming.
Zamora doubled off losing
pitcher Scott Mooers to lead off
the inning. Designated hitter
Ryan Adams, who had a teamleading four hits, followed Zamora
with a single.
USF head coach Nino Giarratan lifted Mooers in favor of
right-hander Peter Dunkle. Dunlde retired Shorsher and left fielder Kevin Frandsen for the first
two outs of the inning.
Travis Becktel then came to the
rescue for the Spartans with a
two-out line drive double down the
first base line that scored Shorsher and Frandsen to give the Spartans a 5-3 lead.
"I think the team learned quite
a bit from the Cal Poly games,"
SJSU head coach Sam Piraro said.
"We’ve started getting better
pitches to hit in the last two
games."
While George continued to get

USF batters out, the Spartan
offense continued to give him a
bigger lead as second baseman
Gabe Lopez hit his first home run
of the year in the top of the seventh, putting the Spartans up 6-3.
In the ninth inning, Shorsher
finished the game how he started
it with a two-run base hit.
’This is a very difficult place to
play," Shorsher said. "Before the
game I did some extra hitting with
(Spartan reliever Sean) Farrell
and it really helped in the game."
USF catcher Steve Booth hit
his fourth home run of the year to
lead off the ninth inning, but
George (2-0) retired the final three
batters to seal the 8-4 victory.
"Near the end of the game my
change up started to fade a little:
George said. "I guess it’s because I
was getting tired. I’m still only 85
(percent) to 90 percent."
Piraro said the senior left-hander, who had an off-season surgery
on his throwing arm, impressed
him.
"He (George) didn’t throw the
entire fall because of his surgery,"
Piraro said. "It shows the kind of
athlete he is to have that kind of
stamina. His conditioning is so
good he stays sharp late in games.
He’s earned the opportunity to
pitch on the weekend."
George, who threw 5 1/3
innings in a win against UC
Berkley for his first victory last
Wednesday, struck out nine USF
batters while scattering nine hits
and one walk in his nine innings
of work.
The Spartans next game is the
opener of a three-game series
scheduled for this weekend at UC
Santa Barbara on Friday.

Ivan Kashinsky / Daily Staff
Spartan second baseman Gabe Lopez gets hung up between second and third base during the
Spartans 8-4 victory over the University of San Francisco on Tuesday.

Baseball team ready for weekend doubleheader at UCSB
DAILY STAFF REPORT

The Spartans are scheduled
for a three-game road series
against non-conference opponent
UC Santa Barbara beginning Friday.
Last season, San Jose State
University won two of three
games against the Gauchos at
Municipal Stadium, one of them a
23-10 rout.
The Gauchos (4-3) took two of
three games against Santa Clara
University this past weekend at
Buck Shaw Stadium in Santa
Clara.
After leading the Gauchos to
both an NCAA regional appearance and 40 wins for the first
time since 1996, head coach
Bob Brontsema was selected as
2001 Big West coach of the
year.
In a preseason poll of Big

West Conference coaches, Santa
Barbara was picked to finish
fifth in the nine-team conference.
Returning to the Gauchos is
third team All-American pitcher
James Garcia.
In 2001, Garcia led the
Santa Barbara staff with 10
wins, five complete games, 122
innings pitched and 112 strikeouts.
Also returning is right fielder
Ryan Spilborghs who leads the
2002 team with a .407 batting
average. Last season, Spilborghs
set team marks with a 35-game
hitting streak and 12 sacrifice
bunts.
He finished the season with a
.375 batting average, 54 runs
scored and 40 RBIs and was
named to first team all Big West
honors.

SPARTAN Round Up
Water Polo

Women’s Golf
Belle Gram shot a 73 and
Rebecka Heinmert fired a 75 as
the San Jose State University
women’s golf team moved into a
tie for 13th place at the TRW
Regional Challenge in Palos
Verdes on Tuesday.
The Spartans 303 team score
on Tuesday was 11 shots betters
than Monday’s score.
The University of Tulsa leads
the team competition after two
days with 575.
The Spartans (617) are tied
with Purdue University.

Behind two goals apiece from
Inna Fedoseyeva and Christine
Scott, the sixth-ranked San Jose
State University women’s water
polo team defeated No. 10 UC
Davis, 6-5, in the fifth place match
at the Stanford Invitational on
Sunday.
The Spartans opened pool
play on Saturday with a 7-6 loss
to fourth-ranked Cal-Berkeley as
Christine Welch scored three
goals while Fedoseyeva, Scott
and Neva Wast all talliad aria
score.

SJSU rebounded to beat the
20th-ranked University of Massachusetts, 13-5. Fedoseyeva, Scott
and Welch each had three goals in
the UMass win.
A bid for a spot in the thirdplace game was denied Sunday
morning as defending national
champion and top-ranked UCLA
downed SJSU, 11-3.
The Spartans are scheduled to
return to action on Feb. 23 at the
UC Santa Barbara tournament.

Men’s Rugby
The Spartan men’s rugby team
dropped to 0-2 on the season with
a 55-0 drubbing at the hands of
St. Mary’s College on Saturday.
The Spartans first loss of the
season came against Stanford, 77-

0 on Feb. 9.
The club is scheduled to
resume action on Saturday at
Watson Bowl on the corner of
24th and Taylor streets at 2 p.m.
against Santa Clara.

Men’s Volleyball
Ryan Murdock had 25 kills
and Jeremy Penaflor added 26
digs as the San Jose State University men’s volleyball team
downed St. Mary’s College on
Sunday, 23-25, 25-19, 32-30 and
26-16.
Kevin Corral led the Spartans with a .364 hitting percentage to help SJSU improve to 3-

o.

The Spartans are scheduled to
host Cal Poly San Luis Obispo at
4 p.m. on Feb. 24 at the Spartan
Complex.

Tiburon’s Moseley falls short of second mogul gold; Controversy looms over pairs results
trio of Russian women’s crossSALT LAKE CITY (AP)
The "Dinner Rolr wasn’t good country skiers almost pulled off
enough to get Jonny Moseley a another sweep, only to have their
medal. Travis Mayer doesn’t triple-victory party crashed by
have a cool nickname for his best Bente Skari of Norway.
Olga Danilova took silver and
move but he now owns a silver
reigning world cup champion
medal.
Mayer finished second in the Julija Tchepalova got the bronze.
moguls Tuesday, bumping his Their teammate, Larissa Lazutito na, was fourth.
teammate
better-known
On Monday, U.S. snowboarders
fourth.
Janne Lahtela of Finland won continued thrusting themselves
the gold and Richard Gay of and their radical sport to the forefront of these games as Ross Powers, Danny Kass and J.J. Thomas
Olympics 2002
took gold, silver and bronze in the
halfpipe.
The sweep in the halfpipe
France got the bronze.
Mayer is a latecomer, having marked the first time Americans
competed in just two World Cup took all three medals in an event
events before the Salt Lake City since men’s figure skating in
Games. He thought so little of his 1956.
The power of their snowboardOlympic chances that late last
year he told his family not to buy ing sweep was best illustrated at
the medals ceremony, when three
tickets.
Moseley, the gold medal win- U.S. flags were raised side-byner at the 1998 Olympics, side.
"It was pretty cool," said Kass,
superbly executed his signature
move and had a nearly flawless the 19-year-old poster boy for this
X-Games crossover sport. "Everyrun.
Also Tuesday, Picabo Street body was psyched."
The trio left the medals podifailed in her bid to become the
first American woman to win um to chants of "USA!" then
three Olympic skiing medals as stirred up the crowd by tossing
Carole Montillet of France won out their baseball caps.
And what about their bouthe gold in the downhill, with
Isolde Kostner of Italy taking the quets of yellow roses?
’I saved them for my mom,"
silver and Renate Goetschl of
said Powers, smiling.
Austria the bronze.
Other medals decided Tuesday
There was controversy in figure skating Monday night over included the men’s 15K classical
the judges’ decision to give the cross-country events, men’s 500
gold in pairs to Elena Berezh- meter speedskating. Also, the
naya and Anton Silcharulidze of U.S. women face Germany in
Russia instead of Jamie Sale and their first hockey game and athDavid Pelletier of Canada. On letes will compete in the 120-kilometer ski jump, women’s luge
Tuesday, the dispute continued.
"When Jamie and David fin- and men’s short program figure
ished skating I thought, ’That skating.
FIGURE SKATING: Before
was easy, they made it easy,"
Sally Rehorick, head of the Cana- the controversy came the collidian delegation and former sion. Sikharulidze and Sale
Olympic skating judge, said at a smacked into each other in
news conference. "So I certainly warmups, but neither seemed
affected by it.
think it’s bad for judging."
Sale and Pelletier were so good
In the first event Tuesday, a

that fans serenaded them with
chants of "Six! Six!" when they
finished begging the judges to
give them a perfect score. Pelletier even kissed the ice before leaving to celebrate.
Instead, they got four 5.9s for
artistry. Russia got seven, with
the 5.9 from the Chinese judge
making the difference, giving the
country its 1 lth straight title in
the event.
China’s Shen Xue and Zhao
Hongbo won the bronze medal.
Americans Kyoko Ina and John
Zimmerman finished fifth but
called their performance "the
greatest thing we’ve ever done."
LUGE: Germany’s Georg
Hackl wasn’t disappointed about
winning a silver medal after
three straight Olympic golds.
"I’m getting a silver, and that’s
great," said Hackl, who missed
becoming the first winter athlete
to win the same event four times
but still won a medal in a recordsetting fifth games.
Armin Zoeggeler of Italy won
gold and Markus Prock of Austria
got bronze. Adam Heidt was
fourth, just missing America’s
first luge medal in 38 years. It
was still the best singles finish in
U.S. team history.
SPEEDSKATING:
Casey
FitzRandolph was in position to
become the first American since
Eric Heiden to win the men’s 500
meters thanks to an Olympic

record qualifying run and a wipeout by Canadian star Jeremy
Wotherspoon.
Teammate Kip Carpenter
went into the final day a surprising third, while U.S. record holder
Joey Cheek was seventh at 34.78.
MEN’S HOCKEY: Latvia and
Germany play Tuesday night
with the winner joining Belarus
in taking on the six giants of
international hockey.
Belarus (2-0-0) beat France 31 Monday night to clinch a second
straight trip to the eigh-team
medal round. Ukraine (1-1-0)
beat Switzerland 5-2 Monday, but
was eliminated because of its 1-0
loss to Belarus on Saturday.
WOMEN’S HOCKEY: Kazakstan goalie Natalya Trunova
made 59 saves against Canada,
the defending silver medalist
yet it still wasn’t enough. The
Canadians won 7-0.
Russia lost 3-2 to Sweden,
which means the Russians must
beat or tie the Canadians on
Wednesday to advance to the
medal round.
BIATHLON: Magdalena Forsberg of Sweden, already considHAVING A HARD SIMI SRFAIIIING
lila IS MILLION OTHFR AMFRIt ANS WII.
HAVF

ASTHMA?

ARF YOU USING AN INIIM FR KM AS-Om
TO HFI.P YOU MA III?
AGES IS TO 70

ered the most successful female
biathlete, bronze in the 15-kilometer event, finishing third to
Andrea Henkel of Germany and
Liv Grete Poiree of Norway.
Ole Einar Bjoerndalen of Norway won the men’s 20-kilometer,
followed by Frank Luck of Germany and Victor Maigourov of
Russia.
CURLING: The U.S. men’s
curling team upset defending
world champion Sweden 10-5 in
the opener, only to follow it with a
loss to 2000 world champion
Canada.
In other first-round play in the
10-team tournament, Finland

defeated Denmark 9-3, Germany
beat France 9-5 and Canada
edged Britain 6-4. Switzerland
rebounded with a 5-4 victory over
Norway in its second game.
In the women’s curling, play
opened with four games: Canada
beat Sweden 5-4; Britain topped
Norway 10-6; Germany defeated
Russia 8-5; and Switzerland beat
Denmark 9-8.
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Call Family Fertility Center
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STA TRAVEL
267 University Ave., Palo Alto
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www.statravel.com

